Keep clear, keep going.

When the going gets tough
take the safer path

Keeping roads, pavements
and parking lots clear from
snow and ice keeps people
safe, and traffic flowing
freely.

Safety first
When there is snow and ice, keeping people safe
and preventing accidents is a vital job. Allowing
us to arrive at work on time and go about our
daily lives involves choosing and using the safest
deicer – Calcium Chloride (CC).

Safest & most effective method
CC road® is the best salt-based deicer because
it releases heat in contact with moisture. This
prevents ice forming and deices surfaces quicker
when snow and ice have formed. Its superior
performance makes CC road® the safest and
most effective choice for roads, pathways, parking
lots and entrances to buildings.

Productive & cost-efficient performance
Productivity and uncompromising performance
are the hallmarks of CC road®. As the brand
leader you can rely on its premium properties
in terms of melting, ease of application, speed
of action and effectiveness in very low temperatures. Its lower dosage requirements, and
ability to be blended with less effective salts to
improve their de-icing properties, provides very
cost efficient solutions too.

Leading with competence,
delivering with care
We are The CC Specialists and the global
market leader in CC technology. We have an

unrivalled knowledge, and competence to help
you find the best de-icing solution. The CC road®
product quality and consistency ensures you always
get the best results no matter what the weather.
As an open and accessible company we are
flexible and easy to do business with. We provide
a reliable and caring service that builds the trust
and confidence of our customers and distributors.
Our logistics and service infrastructure is ready
to support you wherever you are located
in Europe. Call us to find out more about why
CC road® is the world’s favourite de-icer.

TETRA Chemicals Europe AB
Box 901, 251 09 Helsingborg
SWEDEN
Phone +46 42 453 27 00
Fax +46 42 453 27 80
www.tetrachemicals.com

TETRA Chemicals in brief
We are The CC Specialists. As the largest producer of calcium chloride in the
world we offer our customers an unrivalled level of specialist know-how, competence and support. In Europe our plants are based in Germany, Sweden
and Finland, and our production is certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO
14001. With warehouses strategically located in Netherlands, Spain, Sweden
and Finland we can respond quickly to your needs.
CC road®, CC tech®, CC food® and CC farm® are our product brands. Within
each specialist area we have CC grades perfectly adapted to each application.
Why not challenge us to find you the perfect CC grade by calling or contacting
us through our website: www.tetrachemicals.com

